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Storage of seed in sub-tropical and tropical regions 

J. C. DELOUCHE, R. K. MATTHES, G. M. DOUGHERTY and A. H. BOY") 

Mississippi Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station. 
Mississippi State University, State College. Mississippi. U.S.A. 

Summary 

Adequate provisions and facilities for storage of seed are important components of seed production
marketing operations in all climatic regions. However, they are essential in sub-tropical and tropical 
regions because of the general adversity or the climate for storage of seed. 

The storability of seed in aspecific environment is largely determined by its inheritance and prestor
age history. Inherent differences in longevity among species and cultivars are biological facts over 
which seed specialists have no control. These differences, however, must be recognised and taken into 
account in planning for storage. The prestorage history of seed, however, is controllable. Timely 
harvesting and threshing, prompt and adequate drying, and careful handling minimise quality losses 
from field exposure, high moisture contents, and mechanical damage, and contribute to aseed history 
favourable for storage. 

Relative humidity and temperature of the storage environment are the most important factors 
affecting maintenance of seed quality during the storage period. Of these two factors, relative humidity 
is most important because of its direct relation to seed moisture content. Ambient temperature and 
relative humidity in the subtropics and tropics are usually sufficienfly adverse for storage of seed that 
some conditioning of the environment isnecessary for successful storage. The degree of environmental 
conditioning needed isdetermined by ambient conditions, the kind of seed to be stored, its quality at 
the beginning of storage, and the length of the storage period. In most seed operations, conditions 
satisfactory for three storage periods are needed: (a)short term storage - I to 9 months: (b) inter
mediate term storage - 18 to 24 months. and (c) long term storage - 3 to 10 years. 

The storage environment isconditioned by drying the seed to a low moisture con:ent and packaging 
in moisture vapour proof containers or by air cooling and/or dehumidification. Conditions favourable 
for short to intermediate term storage can be achieved in well constructed storerooms with room-type 
airconditioners of suitable heat removal capacity alone, or in combination with condensation or 
desiccant dehumidifiers. 

The high degree of conditioning needed for intermediate to long term storage requires special con
struction, moisture vapo-ir proofing, and insulation of the storeroom, and rather sophisticated air 
cooling kind dehumidification systems, specifically designed for efficient operation under the prevailing 
ambient conditions. 

E-:perience and specialised knowledge of both environmental engineering and seed storage are 
needed for the proper and economical design of rooms and systems for all levels of conditioning. 
If this experience and knowledge isnot available within the organisation concerned with seed storage, 
it should be obtained from a reliable source. 

R~sum 

Conseri-ationdes senetees dIans les regions iropicales ei.sub-ropicules 

l)ans loutes les idgions climatiques. des dispositions appropries et l'existencc d'installations pour la 
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conservation des semence sont des 616ments importants du syst~me de production et de commercial.
isation des scmences. Mais. dans les rdgions tropicaics et sub-tropicales, elles sont indispensables en
raison des caractdristiques gdnrales dMfavorables du climat pour la conservation des semences. 

La capacitl de conservation d'une semence dans un mili-u donne depend, pour une large part, de ses caractdristiqutes gdndtiques et de son passe avant le stockage. Les diffrences intrins~qucs de
longcvit entre esp&cs c cultivars sont des faits biologiques dont les spdcialistes en semenccs ne sont 
pas maitres. Tcutefois, ccs diffdrences doivent 8tre connues et prises Pn consideration pour retablisse
ment des programmes de conservation. Le pass6 des semences avant Icur stockage, par contre. petitetre contr61 '..ne ricohle et L!n battage au bon moment, tin s& hage rapide et suffisant et des manipula
tions faites avec soin reduisent au minimum les pertes de qualitd rdsultant d'une exposition dans Le 
champ, de teneurs en cau &]ev~es et de dteriorations ntcaniqucs, ct contribuent it tine ,volotion des 
semences favorable ii leur conservation. 

L'humidii relative er la tempcrai.: re du milieu de stockage sont les facteurs les plus importants en
relation avec le wi1nrtien de Ia qualit6 des semences pendant Ia priode de conservation. De ces deirx
facteurs, L'humidld relative est le plus important du fait de son influence directe stir la teneur en cau
des secences. La temperature ambiante et I'humidit relative des rdgions tropicales ,'tsub-tropicale,
sont. en gdniral, suflisammcnt d~favorables A la conservation des semences pour qu'un conditionne
ment du milieu soit ncessaire i la russite du itockage. Le degr6 ndcessaire de .onditionnerrent du
milieu est determine par les conditions ambiantcs. Ic type de semencc A conserver, Ia quadi[6 des semencs air depart et la dtnr&e de ]a conservation. Dans ]a piupart des cas, il est necessaire de disposer
de conditions satisfaisantes pour trois durecs de conscrvi i: (a) consersation de cotirte durte: I i 9mois, (b) conservation de moyenne durr&: 18 it 24 mois: er (c) conservation de longue duir&e: 3 Li 
l0 ans. 

Le milieu dc 5tockage est conditionne en s&hant les semences if tine faible teneur en cau et en les 
plaqant dans des emballages dtanches i Ia vapeur d'eau ou par refroidissenient de lFatr etiou par des
humidification. Les conditions favorables pour tne conservation de couric ii movenne dur&e peuvent
etre rtalisie. dans des entrep6ts bien conitruits L I'aide uniquemcnt d'apparuils de conditionnement
 
de I'air de type domestique, ayant tine capacit frigorifique convenable, ou en combinaison avec des
 
deshumidificateurs agissant patr condensatioa ou par dessiccation.
 

Le degie dleve de conditionnement necessaire pot tine conservation de moyenne i longue dur~e
exige rne construction speciale, la rialisation d'une ta-rnccditd vis-,i-vis de la vapeur deau, et I'isola
tion de I'entrep6t ainsi que des syst~mes assez compliqus de refroidissement tie 'air et de deshumidi
fication, conqus de minire sp~cifique pour Line action efficace dans les c,,nditions ambiantes pr4
dominantcs. 

L'exprience et tine connaissancc spcialisde A la fois des techniques de ,onditionnement du milieu 
et de la conservation des sernenccs sor,' ndccssaires pour Line conception appropri& ct tconoiiqie
des pikcs et des systmes pour tous les niveaux de conditionne",ent. Si cette expeiicnce c cetie con
naissance nexistent pais L I'intcrijr de I'organisation conceree par la conservation des semences. 
elles doivent Etre obtenues i partir d'une source digne de confiance. 

Zusammenfassung 

Sawgufloger),ig in .i)iropi whein ind fropi.'hen Gebileln 

Ausrciclende Vorbereitungen und Mbglichkeiten fdr die Saatgutlagerung sind wichtige Bestandteile 
der Saatguterzeugungs- find Vermarktungsmassnahmen in allen Klimaiehicten. Unerlisslich jcdoch
sind sic in subtropischen und tropischen Regionen wegen deren allgen i : r I naudUngunst gegentiber
der Lagerung von Saatgut.

Die Lagcrungsf higkeit von SaatgUt in einer spezifischen Umgclung wird weitgehend durch seine
angeborcnen Eigenschaften und die Vorg~inge vor der Lagerung bestimmi. Angeborene Unterschiede 
in der Langlebigkeit der Arten und Sorten sind biologische Faktcn, iber weILtre Saatgtutspczialisten
keine Kontrollc bcsitcn. .cdoch mnissen diese Untcrschicde anerkannt und bei ter Planting der 
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Lagerung inBetraclt ge7ocn werden. Kontrollierbar sind :aber die Vorglfnge vor der Lagci ung, Finczeitgercchtc Ernie und Dru:-;h, baldigc und richtige Trocknung sowic sorgflltige Behandlung redu.
zicrcn Qualiflilscrluste. welche durch Verblciben aurd-m Fcld, durch hohn Feuchtigkeitsghaltc und
mcchanische Beschldigungen vcrursacht ,erden, auf cin Minimum, entisprehend cinert fir dic 
Lagerung giinstigen Vorgeschichte des Saatguts.

Die relative Feuchtigkeit und die Temperatur de' Lagerungsunigebung sind die wichtigsten Ftk
toren, weiche auf dic Erhalwung der Saatgutqualitat w4ihrend der Lagerungszcit einwirken. Von diesen 
beiden Faktoren besitzt die relative Feuchtigkeit wegen ihrer direkten BezichUng zum Feuchtigkeits.
gehalt des Saatguts die gr6ssere Bedeutung. Die Urngebungstemperatur Lnd relative Feuchtigkeit sind
in den Subtropen und Tropen ziernlich ung~instig fir die Lagerung Von Saatgut, so dass die Klimnati. 
sierung der Umgebung fir eine crfclgreiche Lagerung notvendig ist. Das Ausnass der erforderlichen 
Umgebungsklimatisicrung wird bestimmil durch die Umgebungsbedingungen, die Art der ,Ll lagern
den Saat, seine Qualitiit zu Beginn der Lagerung und die LUinge der Lagerungsperiode. Bei den meistenSaatgutvorhaben werden Bedingungen bri.n~tigt, %clche 3 tagerperioden geniigen: a) Kurzcitlagc
rung - 1-9 Monate; b) mittelfristige Lagerung - 18- 24 Monate, Langzeillagerung - 3-10 Jah;-c.

Die LagerungsumgchiUng wird beciniLusst durch Trockaen der Saat his zu cinern nicdrigen Feuchtig
keitsgehalt und Verpackung in wasserdampfdichte Behlilter oder durch Lufkihlung.und oder Entf.uchtung. Die lBedingungen fur eine kurz- bis mittelfrisfige Lagerung konnen in gut gebauten Lager
rfuaien entweder allein durch Kliniatisierungsgerlite im Zimmertyp mil einer geeigneten Wiirmeab
f~ihrung oder in Verbindung mit Feuchtigkeitsfiillung oder mit Entfeucktungsnitteln ericicht werden.Der hoheiGiad der Klimatisierung, welcher fNr mittlere his langfristigc ILagerting rotkendig ist, er
fordert besondere Iaumassnahmen, Pr~ifung des Wasscrdampfdrtucks Lnd Isolierung ds Lagerraums
und ziemlich hoch entwickelte LtUftkiGhlungs- und EntfWuchtungssysteme, fur eine wirksame Mass
nahme unter den ',erlierrsclhenden Umgebungsbedingungen besonders entworfen.

Erfahrung und Spezialwissen der Ingenieurwissenschlaft ffir Uingebungsverhiiltnisse und der Saat
gutlagerung sind [b.' brauchbare Lind wirtschaftliche Plane der Riiume und Systeme auf allen Gebielen
der Klimatisierung erfoi derlich. Wenn diese Erfahrung und dieses Wissen innerhalb der Lagerorgani
sation nicta zur VerfUgung steht, sollte dazu eine zu'crliissige Quelle in Anspruch genommen werden 

Introduction 

Adequate provisions for storage of seed are feature of successful seeda common 
production-marketing programmes regardless of their geographical location. Seed 
in storage represents not only a programme or company's potential return on sub
stantial investments in research and development, production, facilities, operations,
and promotion, but also an input vital for continued agricultural production.

A successful seed storage programme does not just happen. It is the product of 
careful planning just as is successful seed production or an effective seed promotion
campaign. To be effective planning for seed stoiage must be thorough and based on a
clear concept of the purpose of storage, an understanding of !he determinants (if seed 
quality (Delouche, 1971; Moore, 1963) and the processes of deterioration (Delouche.
1963, 1964, 1965, 1§69; Delouche and Baskin, 1970, 1971: Helner, Delcuche and 
Lienhard, 1962), knowledge of pertinent principies of environmental engineering
(Matthes, Welch, Delouche and Dougherty, 1969; Munford, 1965: Sijbring, 1963;
Welch and Delouche, 1967), data on local climatic conditions, and a careful analysis 
of specific seed storage needs. 
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Reasons for seed storage 

Seed is stored for two reasons. Fi;'st, since there is usually an interval of time I to-
10 months depending on kind of seed and cropping system - between seed harvest 
and planting ofthe succeeding crop, seed has to be kept in some place. Unfortunately. 
the concern of many seed %korkersnever extends beyond this spatial requirement. 
The more fundamental reason for storage of seed is, of course, to preserve or main
tain its physiological quality by minimising the rate of seed deterioration (Delouche, 
1968a, 1968b: Owen. 1956). 

The best of seed storage conditions can only maintain the viability and vigour of 
seed: quality is not improved by storage. Accepting these facts, the complete storage 
plan or programme encompasses more than just a physical facility and attention 
during the period that packageJ seed isstored in the facility. Other periods of storage
often overlooked in planning, and the prestorage factors that affect the quality of 
seed and conditiOn its responses in storage must also be considered. 

Prestorage factors intlueacing the storability of seed 

The inherent longevity of seeds, the conditions to which they are exposed prior to 
storage, and traumas sustained during the prestorage operations determine their 
responses in a specific siorage environment (Delouche, 1968b, 1971, Moore, 1963).

In our experience, one of the most important and over-looked considerations 
in seed storage isthe quality of the seed entering storage. Vigorous, high quality seed 
of most species stores surprisingly well even under relatively adverse conditions, 
while badly deteriorated seed stores poorly even though conditions are quite favoura
ble. The most modern conditioned storage facility cannot really compensate for 
delayed or incautious harvesting, inadequate or improper drying, rough handling, 
and poor hulk storage (Delouche and Potts, 1971 : Kreyger, 1963a, 1963b). 

Species 
Some kinds of seed are inherently short-lived; others are long-lived (Barton, 1961; 
Crocker and Barton, 1953). Differences in storability extend even down to the cultivar 
level (Chang, 1970; Haber, 1950: Lindstrom, 1942, Yarchuk, 1966). These biological 
facts must be taken into account in planning for storage because there are substantial 
differences in storage requirements and responses among seed kinds, rice (Oryza 
satirc L.) and ground nut (Arachi.s hwpogaea L.) seed, for example (Davis, 1961; 
Helmer and Delouche, 1964; Sittisroung, .970). Among the vegetables, onion (Allium 
cepa L.) seeds are notorously short-lived, while those of the vine crops (Cucurbitaceae) 
are relatively long-lived (Harringtor, 1959). 

Seeds of the major field crops grown in subtropical and tropical countries can be 
roughly, and somewhat arbitrarily, classified as good, intermediate, and poor storers 
under ambient conditions in warm-humid areas as follows (Bacchi, 1958; Barton, 
1961: Byrd and Delouche, 1971: Delouche and Potts, 1971: Gill, 1969: Helmer, 
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Caldwell and Bunch, 1963: SiJbring. 1963) 

Good Storers 	 Intermediate Storers Poor Storers 
Or)yza saliva 	 Gossjpian Sl . Arachis hypogaea 

Penniselum glacurn (L.) R. Glycine max (L). Merrill 
Phaseolus spp. 
Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench.
 
Triticum spp.
 
Zea mars L.
 

Diff,reices in longevity among seed kinds under identicial storage conditions are 
evident from the data in Trable I. These data were taken from an extensive storage 
study (Delouche and Baskin, 1971) involving live storage cjnditions and 10-35 seed 
lots of each kind. The data given are the germinative responses of the best storing 
seed lot of each kind under favourable, moderate, and adverse storage conditions. 

Field Deterioratio 
Tbe'physiological quality of seeds is highest at the time they attain function maturity. 
Since most kinds of seed attain maturity at moisture contents too high for efficient 
mechanical or even hand harvest, they are-in effect-stored in the field from maturation 
to harvest (Delouche, 1968a, 1968b). The field environment duriiig this period is 
seldom favourable for storage. 

The frequent and p-olongcd precipitation, high humidity and temperature, and 
strong winds characteristic of the humid subtropics and tropics can result in rapid 
and severe deterioration of seeds before they are ever harvested, especially when 
harvest is delayed (Delouche and Potts, 1971: Giles and Ashman, 1971). Although 
this discussion is concerned principally with seed storage in tropical regions, it should 
be mentioned that adverse climatic conditions of the sort charactelised above are not 
unknown in temperate zones. Indeed, they occur with sufficient regularity in all 
regions except aridirrigated areas, as to constitute one of the major impediments to 
production of high quality seed. 

In the developed countries, the problem of field deterioration of seed has been 
substantially moderated by mechanisation of harvest and threshing, artifiicial drying, 
and shifts in seed production to dry-irrigated regions. Few of the underdeveloped 
countries, however can presently ake full advantage of these practices or alternatives 
because of limited foreign exchange for purchase of equipment, lack of maintenance 
facilities, small farm units, poor transporta:ion and communication systems, harvest
ing and artificial drying, at least, must become established practices in seed operations 
in tropical countries. There is simply no other way to consistently and efficiently 
produce and successfully store the quantities of improved seed needed for accelerated 
agricultural development (Delouche ind Potts, 1971). 
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Table I. Germination percentages of high quality seed lots of twelve species at intervals during 
storage under three conditions. 

Species Storage Condition Storage Period (months) 

0 6 12 18 24 30 

Allium cepa 	 7 C-450% r.h. 96 - 96 - 94 94 
Ambient 96 90 42 - - 
30'C-75" r.h. 96 0 - - -

Citrullus vulgaris 	 7 C 45" r.h. 98  98 - - 98 
Ambient 98 98 96 95 88 86 
30 C-75",, r.h. 98 93 31 - - -

Festuca arundinecea 	 7"C-45 ". r. 1. 95 - 98 - 96 94 
Ambient 95 90 85 78 37 
30 C-75% r.h. 95 86 0 - -

Glycine max 	 7 C-45 ",or.h. 94 - 94 - 96 94 
Ambient 94 94 85 60 42 -
30 C-75",, r.h. 94 0 - - - -

Lactuca satira 	 7 C--45 % r.h. 96 95 90- - 86 
Ambient 96 90 82 68 - 
30 C--75% r.h. 96 61 0 - -

Phaseolus vulgaris 	 7 C-45 % r.h. - 98 100 96 98 
Ambient 98 96 96 90 92 90 
30 C-75% rh. 98 88 21 0 - -

PMleum pralense 	 7 C-45 1 r.h. 96 - 95 - 98 90 
Ambient 96 86 76 37  -
30'C-75 % r.h. 96 40 0 -  -

Raphanus sativus 	 7 C-45 ?o r.h. 98 - 97 - 99 96 
Ambient 98 98 98 98 95 95 
30"C-75% r.h. 98 80 13 - -

Sorghum bicolor 	 7'C-45 , r.h. 96 - .o7 - 92 90 
Ambient 96 96 93 86 80 74 
30 C-75/ r.h. 96 62 10 - - -

Trifolium pralense 	 7 C-45 " r.h. 94 - 96 - 94 92 
Ambient 94 94 88 73 60 58 
30'C-75 % r.h. 94 30 0 - - -

Triticum aestivum 	 7 "C-45'%r.h. 98 - 100 - 96 96 
Ambient 98 97 97 96 92 90 
30'C-75'/ r.h. 98 88 0 -

Zea mays 	 7'C-45,' r.h. 98 - 98 98 98 
Ambient 98 98 96 96 85 65 
30'C-75 % r.h. 98 94 30 - - -

Ambient Condition: Storage at State College, Miss., U.S.A., in uninsulated metal warehouse. Jan. 
mean temperature, 7'C; July mean temperature, 27°C; 226 frost free days: 52 in (1321 mm) evenly
distributed annual precipitation. 
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Drying 
The subject of seed drying is outside the scope and objectives of the present dis

cussion. Nevertheless, we feel that it is germane to our purposes to emphasise the 
crucial role of seed drying in the preparation of seed for storage. High seed moisture 
is the greatest single cause of losses in viability and vigour (Harrington, 1959; Kreyger, 
1963b); therefore, it is of paramount importance that seed moisture content after 
harvest be rapidly and safely reduced to 12//o or less for the cereals and II %or less 
for most other kinds of seed. A few kinds of seed, e.g. citrus seed, are injured by 
drying to the usual moisiure contents required for storage (Barton, 1961; Crocker 
and Barton, 1953). 

Unfortunately, traditional harvesting and drying procedures in most tropical coun
tries are not conducive to a rapid reduction in seed moisture content. Seed heads are 
usually cut when seed moisture drops to 14-18 %,partiaiiy sun dried, ihen threshed, 
and finally sun dried to 12-13 moisture. The whole process takes a week or longer 
and considerable deterioration, hence loss of viability and storage potential, can occur 
in the interim (Delouche and Potts, 1971). 

Delayed harvesting and inefficient drying contribute in a major way to the generally 
low quality of seed produced in the tropics. Improvements in drying procedures arid 
facilities, therefore, must either precede or coincide with development of improved 
storage facilities. 

Oiher Fa tors 
The storability of seed is adversely affected by mechanical injury to seed, insect 
damage and infestations, immaturity, and plant diseases that infect seed directly or 
indirectly reduce their quality by causing premature ripening (Baskin and Delouche, 
1971; Christensen and Kaufmann, 1969; Delouche, 1967: Giles and Ashman, 1971 ; 
Moore, 1963). Thus, plans for seed storage should include provisions and procedures 
for minimising the incidence and severity of these traumas. 

The storage period 

Provisions and plans for storage are all too often confined to the interval between the 
completion of processing (and packaging) and the beginning of distribution. This 
interval is only a segment, albeit a major segment, of the total storage period. Con
centration of managerial and technical skills, funds, and facilities on this segment of 
storage to the neglect of others can be both inefficient and ineffective. 

In the preceding parts of this discussion we have tried to emphasise the point that 
storage problems are magnified by any factor or condition acting to the detriment of 
seed quality from the time of maturation to storage. In like manner, inadequate 
provisions for those segments of the storage period that precede packaging increase the 
likelihood of serious packaged seed storage problems. 

The storage period does not end with distribution. Rather, it continues in the 
market place after distribution and before sale, and then in the farmer's house, shed, 
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or barn until the time tle seeds are actuall) planted. Education of the management of 
local market places and the farmer on the care of planting seed should not be over
looked or neglected. 

In summary, the total seed storage period comprises the following segments in 
sequential order: (a) bulk ,torage - period bheween drying or threshing and cleaning; 
(b) holding storage - period between diflerent steps in processing and from processing 
to packaging; (c) packaged seed storage --period between packaging and distribution; 
(d) transit storage - period during transit from processing and assembly sites to local 
markets; (e) market place storage period het\\cen distribution and sale; (f) farm 
storage - period from purchase to plantin,. 

Environmental conditions affecting seed qutalit during the storage period 

Previous parts of this di-Scussion focussed on the preparation of seed for storage in
cluding the crucial step Of W'ed dr ing. Assuming that preparatory operations are 
adequate and seed quaflity is reasonably good, then the major objective during storage 
is to maintain seed quality at this *reasonahly good level' for the desired period of time 
(Delouche, 1968a l-larrinuton, 1959: Kreyger, 1963b). 

Relative hunidity anl temperature of the storage environmert are the most im
portant factors affecting maintenance of seed quality (Barton, 1961: Christensen and 
Kaufmann, 1969: Delouche. 1968b: James, 1967: l.itynski, 1957; Owen, 1956). Of 
these two factors, relative humidity has the greater influence on longevity of seed in 
storage. The physiological quality of seed isalfectcd by relative humidity in two ways: 
(a) seed moisture content is a function of ambient relative humidity and (b) the 
infestation, growkth and reproduction of both storage moulds (fungi) and insects are 
strongly influenced by relative humidity of the microenvironment in the seed mass. 

Seeds are hyjroscopic. They absorb moisture from the atmosphere or loss moisture 
to it untI the vapour pressure, of Iecd moisture and atmospheric moisture reach 
equilibrium. Since the vapour pressure of atmospheric moisture at a specific temper
ature and pressure is a direct function of the degree of saturation or relative humidi
ty, the different kinds of seed attain specific or characteristic moisture contents vhen 

exposed to different levels of atmnospleric relative humidity. The seed moisture con
tent attained under these conditions is variously referred to as the equilibrium mois
ture content or hygroscopic equilibrium (Table 2). The hygroscopic equilibrium of 
seed at a given relative humidity decreases slowly with increasing temperature and 
increases slightly with increasing deterioration of the seed (Delouche, 1968b). 

Since seed moisture content and ambient relative humidity are 'n equilibrium 
during the storage period, maintenance of a 'safe' moisture content requires an average 
level of relative humidity in the storage environment no higher than that in equili
brium with the desired seed moisture content (James, 1967). This favourable situa
tion can be achieved in Only two "ays: (a) location of storage facility in a region 
where relative humidity is naturally 10\ : or (b) reduction of relative humidity to a 

favourable level b\ conditioning of the storage environment. The maximum level of 
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Table 2. Absorbed moisture content (wet weight basis) of field crop seed in equilibrium with air at 
various relative humidities at 25'C (Delouche, 1968b; Harrington, 1959: Janes, 1967). 

Species Relative Humidity % 

15 30 45 60 75 90 100 
4rachishypogaea 2.6 4.2 5.6 7.2 9.8 13.0 -
Glycine max 4.3 7.4 13.1 6.5 9.3 18.8 
Gossypiun hirsututn - - 7.5* 9.1 12.1* 19.1 -Hordewn vtilgare 6.0 8.4 10.0 12.1 14.4 19.5 26.8
Oryzr sat iva - 9.8* 11.7 14.2* 17.1 -
Phaseohs vtdgari. - 7.3 9.4 12.8 16.5 -
Sorghum hicohr 6.4 10.58.6 12.0 15.2 18.8 21.9Tritirum aestivinh 6.4 10.58.5 12.5 14.6 19.7 25.0Zea nta. 6.4 8.4 10.5 12.9 14.8 19.1 23.8 

Dry field beans; h Hard red winter mheat: " Estimated 

relative humidity for successful storage of seed depends, of course, on the kind of 
seed, the length of the storage period, and the temperature (Delouche, 1968b).

In addition to its direct effect on seed moisture content, relative humidity of the 
storage environment also indirectly affects the quality of' seed. Christensen's (Chris
tensen and Kaufmann, 1969) comprehensive studies on grain storage have demonstra
ted that (a) storage fungi are a major cause of quality losses - including germinability 
in stored grain and seed; (b) the important storage fungi cannot grow and reproduce 
on grain or seed in equilibrium with a relative humidity less than 65-70%, and (c)
drying seed or grain to a moisture content in equilibrium with relative humidity
below 65-70 % and maintaining moisture content at that level during storage, elimi
nates the storage fungi problem regardless of other conditions of storage.

The activity and reproduction of storage insects are also dependent on relative 
humidity of the microenvironment in the seed mass. Activity of some of the more 
serious stored insect pests decreases rapidly as relative humidity drops below 50% 
and reproduction stops altogether at less than 35% r h (Cotton, 1963).

The tremendous influence of moisture content on longevity of seed is underscored 
in Harrington's convenient tule-of-tfhumb (Harrington, 1959): the storage life of seed is 
doubled for each I % decrease in seed moisture content. This rule-of-thujmb has 
proven to be substantially correct for many kinds of seed and for seed moisture con
tents in the range 6 to 16% (Delouche, 1968b; Gill, 1969; Sittisroung, 1970).

Temperature isthe second most important environmental factor affecting longevity
of seed in storage. Other conditions and factors being equal, the longevity on seed 
in storage is approximately doubled for each 5.5' reduction in storage temperatures
within the range 0' to 45°C (Harrington, 1959). 

Seed moisture content (or relative humidity) and temperature reinforce and com
pensate each other in their effect on longevity of seed. High moisture content seed 
(14 to 16%) of field crops can be stored for a year or more at a temperature of 100C 
or lower, while low moisture seed (10% or less) can withstand temperatures in the 
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range 30-34 C for the same period without appreciable loss of viability (Delouche. 
1968b). The combination of' high hImidity and temperature characterlstic of sub
tropical and tropical enviroiimcml s. howe', er. is disastrous for storage. Most kinds of 
seed decrease ,uhstanrt1ll il hilitv and trem,:ndously in vigour during even six 
month.s stora,,c at 30 ( and 75 ", rh (see Table I) 

'Safe' conditions for storage 

The recoillnmendatitls ,i\cn illthi, section are primarily based on our experience. 
Good data on rcspoa,,L, o,"seed oi tropical crUps under ambient and controlled 
storage conditions 'arc\er\ limiled. 

'Safe' storace condiilins are dclined by Harrington (1958) as those that maintain 
seed quality without h)s, I'\ i.wour I'r three years. Such conditions are indeed favour
able, but they sinipl' cannot he economically justified ill regions where they do not 
naturally occur CCcpt for ,enctic seed stocks, breeders seed, some foundation seed, 
and the more costly (Ir carIc kinds of' secetable. ornamental and forest seeds. 

In seed ill stl md lc:im - as elsewhereprourainlIlles the btropic:] Ipi countries 

three levels of storag'e coliditions are generally ed :(:0 nditions that will maintain 
seed quality from har\cs to tie ne.%t planting season (I-9 months): (b) conditions 
that \Villpermit carry-ox'er st )rte'of the more elite classes of seed as a hedge against 

seed production fai lrtr'e ( 24 monthS) and (c)condition; suitable for long-term 
storage of breeders ,ced. ,cnet ic seed stocks, and the more costly and scarce veoetable, 
ornamental and forest seed, 3 to 10 years storage). 

Short Term Storage 
Good quality seed of the major subtropica and tropical crops can be stored satis
factorily from hars st to tile next planting season - I to 9 months depending on 
whether or not multiple Croppintg is practised -under the following storage condi
tions: 
a. 	30'C-50',, r 1h(seed moisture contents rantiing from maximum of 12% for cereal 

seed to 8',"o for oil seCds). 
b. 20'C-60",,r h (seed moisture contents ranging from maximum of about 13% for 

cereal seed to 9.5",, for oil seeds). 
c. Other combinations of' temperatture and relative humidity as favourable as those 

above. 
The conditions rccomnmendcd above are minimal for safe storage for periods up to 

nine months. Some loss in H'our will occur even though germination percentage is 
maintained. Thus, more t\ourablc conditions should be maintained when possible. 

IntermediateTerm ,Stora, 
Successful carry-over storae H8imonths) of the seed of major field crops in the sub

tropics and tropics can hl aiccomplished under coiditions that do not exceed the 
followin: 
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a. 	30'C-40% r h (seed moisture content ranging from maximum of approximately 
10% for the cereals to 7.5 % for oil seeds). 

b. 	20'C-50 % r h (maximum seed moisture contents ranging from 12% for cereals to 
8%for oil crops). 

c. 	 10'C-60% r h (maximum seed moisture contents ranging from about 12% for 
cereals to 9 %,for oil seeds). 

d. 	 Other combinations of temperature and humidity as favourable as those above. 

Long Term Storage 
Cold and dry conditions will maintain the quality of seed for many years in storage.
For three to five years storage, conditions of I0"C and 45",, r h are satisfactory for 
most kinds of field crop seed. Successful storage for five - fifteen years can be achieved 
under conditions ofO0"to 5°C and 30-40'. r h (James, 1967). These levels of temper
ature and relative humidity can only be obtained in specially constructed, insulated 
rooms conditioned with heavy duty refrigeration-dehumidification systems. 

Storage facilities 

Ambient temperature and relative humidity in tropical countries frequently exceed 
the levels of these two factors recommended for even short term storage. Consequent
ly, special precautions during the segments of the storage period preceding packaging 
and some conditioning of the packaged seed storage environment are usually necessary 
for successful storage. The phrase usually necessarY should be emphasised because the 
real need for conditioned storage can only be determined by actval measurement of 
the storage responses of seed of local kinds and varieties of crops under prevailing 
ambient conditions. Unfortunately, data of this type are generally not available. Thus, 
storage plans have to be developed most often on the basis of experience and a set of 
assumptions. 

Unconditioned(Open) Storage 
Unthreshed and Bulk Seed. Conditioning of the storage environment during the 

period from drying to threshing and/or packaging is neither practical nor economical
ly feasible for most kinds of field crop seed. Increasingly, seeds are handled in bulk 
during these stages, thus, natural ventilation, forced air aeration, and periodic redry
ing are used to maintain a satisfactory seed moisture content, prevent temperature 
stratification, moisture migration and heating while the seeds are in bulk storage. 

With limited mechanisation and in the absence of more suitable facilities, field 
expedient procedures can be used for temporary holding storage of unthreshed rice, 
sorghum and wheat heads, ear maize, unshelled peanuts, unhulled beans, etc., between 
partial or complete drying and threshing. The slat house illustrated in Figure 1 is 
satisfactory for temporary holding storage of this sort (Barre and Sammet, 1950). 
Construction features include slatted walls, which are louvered and may be lined on 
the interior with wire mesh screen, a roof with extended eaves along sides and ends to 
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Fig. I. Slat house for holding storage of unthreshed seed. 
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keep out rain, and an elevated floor (I m) supported on columns or poles and fitted with 
metal shields to keep out rodents. The slat house should be constructed on well 
drained soil, positioned so that its sides are at right angles to the direction of tile 
prevailing wind, and be not more than 2 m wide for good natural ventilation. 

Wire mesh cribs similar in function to tile slat house have been designed for holding 
storage of ear maize and are commercially available. The slat house and wire mesh 
crib can be fumigated by covering the entire structure with plastic film. 

Unthreshed seeds are also commonly stored in large burlap bags under some type 
of roofed structure. This procedure is satisfactory for holding storage provided the 
bags are supported on a 10-15 cm high false floor to prevent contact with concrete 
slab or sod and provide for bottom ventilation, and stacked to facilitate lateral and 
top ventilation. 

After seeds are threshed and dried to a desirable moisture content the majorprob
lems during bulk storage are reabsorptiori of moisture, temperature stratification 
and moisture migration in tile seed mass which can lead to localised 'wet' spots and 
heating.These problems can largely be obviated by using metal or masonry silos (grain 
type bins) for bulk storage that are fitted with elevated, perforated metal floors and 
equipped for forced air aeration. Bulk storage and handling facilities of this type were 
designed and recommended for a rice seed programme in East Pakistan a few years 
ago (Delouche, 1963). The cylindrical metal bins were arranged in a circlc around a 
central elevator efficient, mechanical loading and unloading (Figure 2). One aeration 
fan was used for each two bins and it was capable of aerating the seed at the rate of 
0.8 m 3 per minute for each m3 of seed. Periodic redrying can be accomplished in a 
modular system of the type illustrated by equipping one bin with a blower and heater 
sufficient for drying, leaving it empty, and rotating the seed from the other bins 
through it as needed. 

Another type of bulk storage bin is illustrated in Figure 3 (Seed Technology
Laboratory, 1967). It was designed for a rice seed operation in Honduras and utilised 
an existing quonset-type building for both drying and aerated storage. Tile seeds are 
loaded over the air ducts, layer dried, and then periodically aerated or redried as 
n,.cessary until they are processed and packaged. Plastic film was incorporated in the 
floor of the quonset dryer-bulk storage facility to prevent moisture migration from the 
soil. This is an important feature and should be incorporated in all seed store houses. 

Forced aeration of seed stored in bulk is very effective in preventing temperature 
stratification and moisture migration if properly scheduled. Generally, seed should be 
aerated during clear day, from about 1000 to 1600 hours when relative humidity is 
lowest. It should not be aerated during rainy weather or at night when humidity inhigh. 

PackagedSeed. In areas where environmental conditions permit, seed can be stored 
after processing in porous bags in an unconditioned warehouse. Unconditioned ware
houses should be constructed on a well drained site with gravel fill and plastic film 
between the soil and concrete slab. Walls should be high and provided with vents for 
good ventilation. Masonry walls, an insulated ceiling and attic ventilation will mini
mise heat build-up in the warehouse during the daylight hours. The entire structure 
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Fig. 2. Aerated bulk storage facility designed for rice smd multiplication farms in East Pakistan, 

(Bunch, Johnson and Matthes, 1969). 

should be as rodent-proof as possible. This can te accomplished by pouring the floor 

on gravel fill at least I m from the ground, and providing rodent shields a(,ross the 

bottom of all entreways. 
Unconditioned storage of packaged seed can also be used in regions where environ

mental conditions are quite adverse if the packages are moisture vapour proof 

Growers, Inc, 1954; Cooper, 1959; Harrington, 1958; 1963;(Asgrow Associated 
Helmer, Caldwell and Bunch, 1963; Helmer and Delouche, 1964; Toole, Toole and 
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Fig. 3. Rice seed drye -bulk storage unit designed for existing metal quonset-building in Honduras. 
(Seed Technology Laboratory, 1967). 

Nelson, 1961). Moisture vapour proof packaging maintains seed moisture content and 
relative humidity of the microenvironment in the package at a favourable level. If
seed moisture content is low enough in the package. the seed will store satisfactorily 
even under the rather warm ambient temperatures of tropical environments. Sealed 
storage is discussed in detail in another paper in thi. issue of Seed Science and 
Technology. 

ConditionedStorage 
Conditioned storage can be defined as storage in which the temperature, the relative
 
humidity or both are controlled by mechanical and/or chemical (relative humidity)
 
means. 
Since conditioning of bulk storage is usually not economically feasible, this 
section is focussed on storage of processed, packaged seed. 

Conditioning of the storage environment requires removal of beat and moisture.
These tasks can be accomplished efficiently only in a room specially constructed to 
rctart heat and moisture vapour transfer bel ,een the exterior envi'cnment and the
interior of the storage space (Cook, 1966; Munford, 1965; Sijbring, i963). Thus, the
first considerations in designing conditioned storage facilities are the tyi-2 of construc
tion and quantity of heat and moisture (heat and moisture loads) that must be remov
ed to maintain the design conditions (Longetronics, Inc., 1965: Renington Air 
Conditioning, 1965). 
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Moisture Load. Maintenance of a relative humidity in a storage room lower than 
the ambient condition requires continuous removal of moisture in the storeroom at a 
rate equal to the rate of infiltration of excess moisture from the outside plus the mois
ture released inside the room by workers, seed and other sources. This moisture load 
must be calculated in order to determine the dehumidification capacity needed to 
maintain design conditions. 

Maintenance of relative humidity in a storeroom substantially lower than the am

bient condition is greatly enhanced by tight construction of the room and incorpora
tion of a moisture vapour barrier in walls, floor and ceiling. Moisture vapour enters a 

storeroom by interchange of dry inside air with moist outside air. This interchange is 

basically a diffusion process caused by a difference in moisture vapour pressure on 

the outside (high) and inside (low) of the room (Haynes, 1969, Shortly and Williams, 
1953). Since diffusion is a very prominent process, small openings or cracks in the 

walls or ceiling, or around the doors allow a tremendous amount of moisture transfer. 

The rate of moisture tr, ifer (infiltration) from the exterior to the interior of a con
therefore, depends on the type and care of construction.ditioned storage room, 

Calculation of moisture loads due to infiltration is complicated and involves many 

subjective judgements oi, rate of moisture transmission through the construction 

material, 'tightness' of joints and doors, frequency of opening doors, length of time 

they remain open, and so on. Because of these uncertainties, moisture loads are 

usually estimated on the high side and on the basis of experience (Longetronics, Inc., 

1965). Infiltration rate varies from as high as three complete air changes per hour for 

the normal factory-type masonry construction with regular doors, a normal comple

ment of windows, poorly sealed cracks and frequent opening of doors to less than 0.1 

air change per hour in a tightly constructed storeroom, with vapour barrier in walls, 

ceiling, and floor, well sealed cracks, gasketed doors, no windows, and infrequent 

opening of doors (Longetronics, Inc., 1965; Remington Air Conditioning, 1965; 

Munford, 1965). Rate of infiltration into the average well constructed storeroom with 

insulated ceiling, gasketed doors, no windows, vapour barrier in floor, well sealed 

cracks, and 3-5 door openings per day is of the order of 0.20 to 0.50 air changes/ 

hour (Longetronics, Inc., 1965; Remington Air Conditioning, 1965; Munford, 1965). 

The moisture load due to infiltration can be calculated by the following formula 

(Barre and Sammet, 1950); 
M JHo Hi} 

(V)(N)=SVo 
where, 
M is the rate of moisture infiltration in kg/h, 
H is the absolute humidity of air in kg/water/kg dry air; 
SV is the specific volume of air in m3/kg dry air, 
V is the volume of the room in M3 , 

N is the number of air changes per hour, 
o denotes exterior condition, and 
i denotes interior condition. 
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H and SV are determined with a psychrometric chart from the ambient temperature 
and relative humidity and Lhe design levels of these two factors in the store room. Or, 
the needed information can be easily obtained from Table 3, which gives the litres 
of water contained in 1O0 in " of air at various Icv:ls of temn.r:attn-," and relative 
humidity. The amount or o ture that must be removed per hour duf! to the infiltra
tion component of the moisture load alone is equal to the differen'. in the quantity 
of water per 100 m' under ambient and design conditions multiplied b," tile number of 
100 m3 in the total vo'onme of' he storeroom. and the infiltration factor (air changes per 
hour). 

Table, 3. Amount ol moitwc containc,i i : Litvc -,1 .,,'.e pe, 10') I ai.. 

Air Temp. Rcltive ''i'y of A; in % 
60 50 40 3(690 80 70 

35 4.0 3.1 2.7 2.3 1.9 1.5 1.1 
30 26 2.4 2,0 1.8 1.5 1.2 0.9 
25 2,1 1.9 1.6 1.4 1.2 0.9 0.7 
20 1.8 1.5 1.4 1.2 I.I 0.7 0.6 
15 1.2 1,1 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 
10 " 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 

0.4 0,4 0.3 0.3 0.25 0.6 0.5 
0 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 

Other components of the moisture load in a conditioned seed storage room are the 
moisture vapour released by workers and seed. The moisture load due to workers is 

negligible because they are only active in the room during loading and unloading and 

at these times the doors are open so frequently and long that the conditioning equip
ment should be turned off. Moisture release by seeds as they come into equilib am 
with the design conditions in the room, however, is an important component of the 

moisture load. 
the seed should enterA dehumidified store room is a very inefficient dryer, so 

storage at a moisture content not more than 1-2% above the hygroscopic equilibrium 
with conditions in the room. 

The rate of moisture release from seed will be influenced 'y the relative humidity in 

the room, seed moisture content, packaging material, method of stacking, etc., but a 

30-60 day period for establishment of equilibrium when seed moisture content is 

1-2 % higher than the hydroscopic equilibrium value isa reasonable period for design 

purposes (Haynes, 1969). 
The moisture load due to release of seed moisture can be calculated from the follow

ing formula: 

79M(a) W1 MCI MC6 
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where, 
M(a) is the moisture load in kg/h, 
W is ti z! initial weight of seed in storage in kg, 
MC is seed moisture percentage (wet weight basis),
 
d is the number of days required for seed !o reach hygroscopic equilibriam, and
 
it e denote initial and equilibri-im moist .r: cont-nis ( ",) of the seed, resp2:tively.
 

The total moistiire load in the storeroom is eqial to th s,.im of thi? inFiltrati.a and 
seed moisture compon uits. This sum will be in kilo rms of water that must be 
removed each hour during the seed eq',ilibriinm period. Ther.:a,'ter. moist ire r.moval 
will drop to the initration load. 

Heat Load. Maintenance of a storage temperature lower than the ambient condi
!ion requires sulficient refrigeration to reduce temperature of the air and materials in 
the room to the design condition and to maintain it at that level against heat transfer 
through wall, ceiling and floor, and heat release from condensations (or absorption) 
of moisture, motors, lights, people and seed. Heat load estimates are always imoo.
ant but they are doubly so in design of dehumidified storerooms because dehumidifica
tion is an exothermic process and temperature in the storeroom will rise alarmingly 
unless heat of condensation is compensated for by air cooling. 

Heat transfer through walls, ceiling and floor can be reduced by insulation. The 
irsulation value of a material is a measure of how well it resists the transfer of heat 
through it and isdependent on its thickness and the inverse of its thermal conductivity 
values for various materials are given in Table 4. 

Total heat transfer through the walls, ceiling and floor can be calculated by the 
following steps (Barre and Sammet, 1950): 

Table 4. Coefficients of thermal conductivity of various construction mate-ials, (Barre and Sammet. 
1950). 

Material 
(K) 
(BTU/hr-ft =-F/in.) 

(K) 
(Kcal/hr-m 2-'C/cm.) 

Stone, typical 12.50 155.0 
Stucco, typical 12.50 155.0 
Concrete, cement mortar 12.00 148.0 
Plaster, Portland cement 8.00 100.0 

Gypsum 3.30 41.0 
Brick, common 5.00 62.0 
Glass, window 4.80 59.5 
Asbestos 1.50 18.6 
Wood, oak 1.44 17.8 
Plywood 0.80 10.0 
Insulating board, fiber 0.34 4.2 
Blanket Insulation 0.27 3.3 
Styrofoam 0.20 2.5 
Air (still) 0.17 2.1 
Urethane 0.10 1.2 
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(a) Determine the insulation value or resisiivity (r) of each material used in construc
tion of the walls (brick, air space, wood, polymer foam, sheet insulation, etc.). 

r = x/k, where x is the thickness of the material in cm, and k is the thermal conduc
tivity of the material in Kcal/him2 - C/cm. 

(b) Sum the insulation valves (r) of the materials used in construction of the walls 

to obtain the resistance(R) and deterniuc the combined heattransmission coefficient (U). 

R = +r i- r3 . ....... 

U -R = Kcalih/!n' CI
 

(c) Determint: the total heat tra nsfer through the walls,
 
Q = JA (')-Ti), where,
 
Q is the heat flow in Kc ./h,
 
U is the heat transmission coedicient in Kcalih/m2/ C,
 

A is cross sectional area in in 2,
 
T, is the design or desired temperature in 'C,and
 
To is the average prevailing onut;ide temperature in 'C,
 
(d) Repeat steps a, b,and c for ceiling and floor (for floor assume that T,, is 20C). 
(e) Sum dhe Q's for total heat tansfer into the storeroom in Kcal/h. 

The other major component of the heat load is heat of condensation. Condensa
tion of water by a dehumidication system releases heat at the rate of 540 Kcal/litre 
water condensed. 

Seeds placed into a conditioned storage room are usually at ambient temperature. 
Thus, the quantity of heat that must be removed from the seeds to lower their temper
ature to the design condition is part of the heat load on the room. The total heat that 
must be removed to cool seed to the design temperature is calculated as follows: mul
tiply the total seed weight by t'ie specific heat of seed, which is assumed to be 0.5 
Kcal/°C, the product by the temperature drop (initial temperature of seed minus the 
design temperature) in C, and divide by the number of hours desired to effect the 
temperature change (e.g. 48 hours). The result is in Kcal/h. 

Other sources of heat in a storage room include lights (heat added at rate of total 
watts in Kcal/h a, !ectric motors (heat added at rate equal to their rated horse 
power multiplie, 'y 00 Kcal/h) (Lorgetronics, Inc., 1965). 

The total load on the storage room is tie sum of the various components and is 
usually expressed as Kcal/h that must be removed to maintain design conditions. 

Use of moisture and heat load data in design of seed storage facilities can best be 
illustrated with an actual example. In 1965-66 we designed two complete seed facilities 
for the Direccion General de Desarrollo Rural in Honduras (Seed Technology 
Laboratory, 1967). One of the facilities was to be located on the Northen Coast near 
the very tropical city of San Pedro Sula. Included among the design requirements 
was a storage house suitable for 9-12 months storage of 10,000 cwt (508,000 kg) 

of maimze, rice and bean seed. Monthly maximum temperatures averaged about 88 F 
(31 'C) and relat: ie humidity averaged near 75 Y. 
Experiences in other tropical areas, as well as some storage data from the San Pedro 
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Sula area, indicated that some conditioning of the storage environment was needed to 
maintain the quality of maize, bean and rice seed for 9-12 months. Again, largely on 
the basis of our own experiences and tests, 75'F (24°C) and 50 % r h were selected as 
the design conditions. 

Overall dimensions of the storehouse were 206 ft x 32 ft x 11.5 ft (62.8 m x 
9.8 m x 3.5 m) (floor to ceiling). It was subdivided into five independently condition
ed units ofapproximately 42 ft x 32 ft (12.8 m xf9.8 m), each of 2000 cwt (101,600 kg) 
bagged seed capacity, for economy of operation when the facility was only partially
filled and to 'spread' the risk of equipment failures. General features of construction 
are illustrated in Figure 4. 

Moisture load calculations indicated that approximately six pints (3.4 1)of water 
would have to be removed every hour from each 15,000 ft3 (425 in3) storage unit to 
maintain the design relative humidity (50%) against moisture infiltration (estimated 
at 10 air changes every 24 hours). An additional six pints water/h would have to be 
removed during the first 30 days of storage to take care of moisture loss from the 
seed (estimated 2% decrease in seed moisture content). Thus, a dehumidification 
capacity of 12 pints (6.8 1)water/h were needed for each storage unit for the first 30 
days, and six pints/h thereafter. Since the sedes were to be loaded into the storage
units over a 40-50 day processing period, seven dehumidifiers each with rated capacity
of six pints/h water removal were specified. One dehumidifier was permanently
stationed in each storage unit, while the other two were rotated among the rooms to 
take care of moisture release from newly loaded seed. 

Heat load calculations indicated that a cooling capacity of approximately 40,000
BTU's (42,200 kJ) was needed to maintain storage temperature at 75°F (24°C). 
Accordingly, one self-contained window-type 36,000 BTU (38,000 kJ) air conditioner 
(largest available with local maintcnance) was specified. 

In 1970, Viera (1970) reported on the performance of the storage rooms during the 
two year period, 1968-70. Relative humidity in the storage units ranged from a high 
of 55 %to alow of 47 '/ for an average of 52 %(compared with 82 % average ambient 
r h). Temperature in the storerooms ranged from 620 to 75°F (17'-24°C) for an 
average of 68'F (20'C). Maize, bean and rice seed stored in the conditioned units 
maintained quality for somewhat longer than the design period (9 to 12 months).

Construction Features. Seed storehouses are most commonly constructed of rein
forced concrete and/or masonry with steel framing. Both materials are usually 
available locally and produce sturdy, tightly constructed, durable structures. All 
joints between walls and floor and ceiling (or roof) must be tightly sealed with mortar 
or concrete. 

For light to moderate conditioning (short to intermediate term storage) the walls 
should be finished with plaster and painted with two coats of good quality moisture 
vapour retardant paint (Figure 4). A reinforced concrete ceiling (roof) should be 
painted on the interior side and coated with tar or asphalt and gravel on top. Other 
types of ceiling should be moisture vapour proofed and insulated with 5-10 cm 
polymer type insulation such as styrofoam or urethane. These materials will both 
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insulate and moisture vapour proof the ceiling provided the .joints are well sealedwith mastic. The floor should be a concrete slab poured over a vapour barrier (plasticfilm) about I m from the ground to facilitate control of rodents. The storehouseshould not have any windows and all doors should be moisture vapour proofed andgasketed. Air locks in the main entrances are also desirable.Storage structures that are to be moderately to highly conditioned (intermediate tolong term storage) must be more tightly constructed, heavily insulated, and moisturevapoar proofed for ellicient and economical operation (Figures 5 and 6). The wallsand cedii,. ."houldbe well insulated and provided with a vapour barrier of plasticfilm or mctal foil on the warm (outside) side of the insulation. Vapour barrier inceiling should overlap barrier in walls. The concrete slab floor should be elevated Im,poured over a mois tire-vapour barrier and insulated by use of an appropriate additiveto the concrete or incorporation of rigid polymer insulation in the slab. The insulationshould 
poured 

be sealed to the stru tural slab and covered by a 5-8 cm 'wearing' surface ofconcrete. Air locks should be provided in all entreways and fitted with coldroom-typc doors with positive lock closures and heavy rubber gaskets.Short cuts and shoddy workmanship in construction should not be tolerated. Theywill surely lead to dilliculties during operation and correction will be very costly if 
feasible at all.

Although the problem of storage insects is not considered in this discussion,should be pointed out that insect control by fumigation is facilitated by tight con-
it 

struction of storerooms. 
Conditioning Syrsiems. Conditioning of the environment in a room to a level satisfactory for seed storage when ambient conditions are not favourable requires aircooling, dehumidification or both. The type and amount of air cooling and/or dehumidification is determined by the kind of seed, length of storage period, and ambient 

conditions. 
Moisture is removed from the air in a storage ,oc-m by the process of dehumidification. Two basic methods aije used: (a) condensation of moisture vapour on coldrefrigerated coils; and (b) absorption of moisture vapour on a drying agent or desiccant (Longetronics, Inc., 1965; Remington Air Conditioning, 1965; Munford, 1965;Sijbring, 1963). Refrigeration or condensation dehumidification systems removemoisture by drawing air across refrigerated coils cooled to a temperature below thedew point of the air. Moisture is condensed on the coils, collected in a drip pan anddrained from the room through a plastic or metal pipe. In highly conditioned rooms,
the dew point is usually below freezing, thus, moisture is condensed 
on the coils asice or frost. This ice will accumulate insulating the coils and reducing cooling efficiency unless periodically removed by defrosting. [n well designed systems, the cooling
coils are defrosted at automatically timed interval-, by activation of electric heating
strips near 
the coils or by reversal of the flow of hot discharge gas so that it passes

through the coils.
In desiccant dehumidification, air is drawn through a bed of desiccant where moisture vapour is adsorbed. The dry air is then passed back into the room. Since desic
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cants adsorb only a certain quantity of moisture, they must be periodically dehydrated
(reactivated) by heating. Dehydration of the desiccant in most commercially available 
dehumidifiers is automatically accomplished by activation of heaters in the desiccant 
bed. Many desiccant dehumidifiers have two drying beds so that while one is dehy.
drating, the other is dehumidifying. Desiccant dehumidifiers are more efficient than 
refrigeration dehumidifiers at low temperatures ard can maintain a relative humidity 
as low as 10%. 

Heat is a product of dehumidification regard~esS of the type of system used. Con
densation or .bsorption of moisture releases lat at the rate oF 540 Kcal/litre. Conse
quently, if any substantial amoUt of mnoisture is being removed in a closed room, 
temperature will rise above the ambient conditio, unless air cooling is provided. Thp
temperature rise from dehumidification without ai, coolini. will depend on the quanti
ty of water removed and how well the room is insulated. In the common types of 
storerooms constructed in tropical countries, the temperature ris- from dehumidifi
cation is usually sufficient to require at least enough air cooling to compensate for 
the sensible heat gain from dehumidification, MoI'st often ambient temperature is so 
high (30°C plus) that cooling capacity has to be also sufficient to reduce temperature
in the room by 50 to 1OC for short to intermediate term storage.

Dehumidification and air cooling iystems are available in many models and capaci
ties ranging from the small, low capacity 'basement' type refrigeration dehumidifier, 
thu :only dehumidifies, to large capacity refrigeration systems put together from several 
co mponents and capable of conditioning both temperature and humidity to low levels, 
Selection of a conditioning system for a storeroom in a specific location is based on 
ambient and design conditions, construction features of the room, kind of seed, and, 
most importantly, length of the storage period.

Short to intermediate term storage (9-18 months) of the major field crop seed 
requires only a moderate amount of conditioning even under adverse tropical condi
tions. Basement-type dehumidifiers have been effectively used in Brazil, Honduras 
and other countries to reduce relative humidity sufficiently for reasonably successful 
short term storage. Dehumidifiers of this type add heat to tle storage room but since 
water removal capacity is low and the rooms poorly insulated, the temperature does 
not rise much above the ambient condition. They are especially well suited for use in 
the higher altitude regions of the tropics and subtropics where day temperatures are 
moderate and night temperatures cool. 

The conditioning system of choice for short to intermediate term storage should be 
the celf-contained, window.type air conditioner. These are locally available in most 
countries, relatively inexpensive, installation does not require the services of refrigera
tion specialists, and repair and maintenance services are better than for other types of 
conditioning systems. Self-contained air conditioning systems that both cool and 
dchumidify are avaialable in capacities up to 48,000 13TI's (50,600 k). Some models 
or styles are more efficient in dehumidification, thus, those types should be selected 

The storage warehouse of Costa Rica's Consejo Nacional de Produccion at Barran
ca is a very successful example of 'air conditioned' storage (Witte. 1971). CNP engi
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Fig. 7. Exterior view of air conditioned seed storage warehouse of Costa Rica's CNP (Witte, 1971). 

neers renovated an unused concrete grain storage warehouse mainly by sealing cracks, 
repairing the roof, and installing tight fitting doors (Figure 7). The warehouse consists 
of nine individual storerooms each approximately 10 m x 20 m x, 5 m (height) with a 
capacity of 5000 cwt (254,000 kg) bagged seed. Two 48,000 BTU (50,600 kJ) air 
conditioners were installed in each unit above door height in ports cut through the 
oppossing walls. The air-conditioners have satisfactorily maintained conditions of 
about 18'C and 45-50% relative humidity in the storerooms for more than three 
years with a minimum of mechanical failures, although ambient conditions at Bar
ranca are humid-tropical. Rice, sorghum and maize seed stored in the facility maintains 
viability for 24-30 months. 

Desiccant dehumidifiers can also be used to reduce relative humidity to a level 
satisfactory for short to intermediate term storage. In tropical countries, however, 
where ambient temperatures are high, refrigerated 'after-coolers', windowtype air 

conditioners or some other suitable heat removal system is necessary to prevent 
detrimental heat rise. In a system designed by our group for a seed operation in 
Brazil, the heat from desiccant dehumidification was removed by a recycling water 
after-cooler. The dehumidified air was blown over copper coils through which water 
circulated from an evaporative cooling tower (Figure 8). 

The design and installation of conditioning systems for intermediate to long-term 
storage (3 to 10 years) is a very technical speciality. Therefore, the services of an 
experienced refrigeration engineer or specialist are essential. The various components 
of the system must be balanced, reheat provided or coils especially designed for effi
cient dehumidification (Munford, 1972). Because of technical problems in engineering 
of a low humidity-low temperature system, desiccant dehuinidifiers are often integra
ted in the system to handle the major part of the moisture load. 

This discussion on conditioning systems for seed storage can be best summarised 
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Fig. 8. Evaporative water cooler used in a recycling water after-cooling system in adesiccant dehumi

dified seed storeroom in Brazil. 

with an expansion of the advice given above in connection with design and installa
tion of storerooms for long term storage, viz., obtain expert assistance. The properand economical design of structures and systems for all levels of conditioning requires
experience and specialised knowledge of both environmental engineering and seed 
storage. If this experience and knowledge is not available within the stalr of a seed 
company or programme, it should be obtained from other sources. 
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